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Appendix
INTRODUCTION
Contained in this appendix are some additional exercises that you can perform to gain more practice with tools and
techniques covered in the book. Except for the existing conditions of the residential project, most of the attention
in Chapters 4 through 10 was paid to the exterior of the buildings. The residential dataset provided in Chapter 6
and all subsequent chapters includes the existing conditions for the Second Floor. The commercial dataset for
Chapter 11 includes interior partitions and other refinements not detailed in the tutorials. This appendix addresses
these gaps by providing the minimal guidance required to assist you in creating the elements provided at the start
of these chapters’ datasets. Some other suggested exercises are also included to help round out the projects with
some finishing touches.

OBJECTIVES
The exercises presented in this appendix are intended for additional practice and are meant to be self-directed. As
such, you’re given the overall goal of the exercise, the critical dimensions and some guidelines and tips to assist you.
The exercises are optional and if you prefer you can skip them. The exercises are intended to be completed following
each chapter listed in the headings below. After completing this appendix you will have:
\ Gained additional experience with wall layout
\ Added windows, doors, and other embellishments to the residential dataset
\ Modified the toposurface in the commercial project to add roads
\ Completed the third-floor tenant build-out on the commercial project
\ Added plumbing fixtures to both projects
\ Practiced several other skills covered throughout the book

RESIDENTIAL PROJECT
The residential project requires refinements on all three levels (Basement, First, and Second). You can begin completing
these exercises following Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4—EXISTING CONDITIONS, SECOND FLOOR
Following the same procedures and techniques outlined in Chapter 4, create the existing conditions for the second
floor of the residential project. You can use any of the techniques covered, including drawing walls, create similar,
offset, copy, trim, split, and the use of temporary dimensions. Use Figure A.1 as a guide.
1.

From the Chapter04\Complete folder, open 04 Residential_Complete.rvt [04 Residential_M_Complete.rvt].

2.

Save a copy to the Appendix folder.
Work on Level 2 of the project.

Ö

Use the same wall, door, and window types as used on the first floor.

Ö

Use the procedures covered in Chapter 4 to import appropriate plumbing fixtures (also check the Appendix folder).

FIGURE A.1 Layout the Second Floor existing conditions of the residential project

CHAPTER 11—NEW CONSTRUCTION
Chapter 11 starts with all the new construction interior walls, doors, and windows complete for the residential project.
If you wish to build these items yourself, complete these exercises.
1.

From the Chapter09\Complete folder, open 09 Residential_Complete.rvt [09 Residential_M_Complete.rvt].

2.

Save a copy to the Appendix folder.
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BASEMENT PLAN
Start in the North elevation view.
1.

Copy Level 1 down to: -1' 1 3/4" [-319]. Name it: Top of Foundation.
Open the First Floor plan view.

2.

Select the three walls of the addition, edit the properties, and change the Base Constraint to: Top of Foundation.

Ö

Copy the same three walls and paste aligned to Selected Levels and
choose the Basement level only. Ignore any warnings.
Open the West elevation view. You will see the cause of the error. The walls we pasted overlap each other.

3.

The three pasted walls should still be selected (the lower ones), edit their properties and
change the type to: Foundation - 12" Concrete [Retaining - 300mm Concrete].

Ö

Set the Base Offset to: -4" [-100], set the Top Constraint to: Up to
level: Top of Foundation. Set the Top Offset to: 0 (Zero).

Ö

Select the two foundation walls facing the West and the North elevations) one at a
time and click the Reset Profile button on the ribbon. Ignore any warnings.

4.

In the West and North elevation views, edit the profile of the brick walls and remove the step from
the bottom. Do not remove the custom shape at the top (don’t click Reset Profile this time).

5.

Delete the footings at the bottom of the brick walls. (Keep the ones at
the bottom of the foundation walls) (see Figure A.2).

FIGURE A.2 Copy the brick walls and adjust their profiles and base and top constraints
Open the Basement plan view.
6.

Offset a copy of the west wall inside the plan. Trim and or split the walls as required and use
the handles to stretch the two west walls to match the dimensions in Figure A.3.

7.

Add a monolithic stair from the Basement level to the height of the terrain at the rear of the house. (Refer
to Chapter 8 for information on creating stairs.) Cut a section to assist in placement and sizing.
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FIGURE A.3 Layout the Basement plan new construction of the residential project

Adjust the footings as shown. The “Add Continuous Footings” topic of Chapter 6 discusses adding wall foundations
and making them display in dashed line.

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
Open the First Floor plan view.
1.

Create a new wall type. You can start with the: Interior - 4 7/8" Partition (1-hr) [Interior - 138mm Partition (1hr)] and duplicate it.

Ö

Set the Core to: 3 1/2" [90] and choose wood or metal stud material.

Ö

Edit the finish layers so that there is one: 5/8" [16] thick Gypsum Wall Board layer on each side.

2.

Draw the Walls in the center of the plan using the new type as shown.

3.

Add windows and doors as shown. Assume that all inserts are centered unless dimensioned otherwise.

Ö

Load the bay window from the default libraries.

4.

Use the Demolish tool on the two windows between the addition and the existing house.

5.

You can use Visibility/Graphics (VG) to hide the surface pattern on the Floors category (see Figure A.4).
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FIGURE A.4 Add walls, windows, and doors to the First Floor

SECOND FLOOR PLAN
Demolition needs to take place in the bathrooms between the existing house and the new addition. However, the
challenge is that currently, this is one continuous wall from ground to roof. To demolish just the portion on the
second floor, we need to copy and paste the wall like we did for the basement, adjust the height parameters, and
then demolish the portion we don’t need.
Stay on the First Floor plan view.
1.

Copy and paste aligned (to the same place) the wall between new and existing. Ignore the warning.

2.

With the wall still selected, edit the properties and change the Base Constraint to: Second Floor.

Ö

When the Warning appears, click the Delete Instances button.

The warning is about the doors and windows on the lower portion of the wall. When you copy and paste a wall, it
also copies the inserts. The inserts on the lower portion of this copied wall no longer have a host when you make
this change. It is OK to delete them because we still have the original inserted in the original wall.
3.

Click in empty space to deselect, and then click to select the wall again. (This is the original wall).

Ö

Edit its properties and change the Top Constraint to: Up to level: Second Floor.

4.

Open the Transverse section, select the same wall. Notice that it still appears to go to the roof.

Ö

On the ribbon, click the Detach button. Select the existing roof to detach the wall from the underside of the roof.

Ö

In the error, click Delete Instance(s) again. These are the duplicate inserts on the second floor this time.

When the process is done, you should have two walls stacked on top of each other and the doors and windows on
both first and second floors should still be intact (see Figure A.5).
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FIGURE A.5 After pasting the copied wall and adjusting the height of each copy, you will have two walls one on top of the other
5.

Open the Second Floor plan view.

Ö

Change the Phase Created of the wall between the new addition and the existing house to: Existing.

6.

Split the wall between the new addition and existing house at the edge of the bathrooms.

Ö

Demolish the left side of the wall and demolish the remaining window in the wall as well.

7.

Draw a new wall using the custom type build for the first floor between the two bathrooms.

Ö

Add a wall between the bathroom and new bedroom. Add a closet to the new bedroom.

8.

Add doors and windows as shown. Choose shorter height windows for the
bathrooms and set their sill heights at: 3'-8" [1100].

Assume that all windows and doors are centered unless noted otherwise (see Figure A.6).

FIGURE A.6 Add walls, windows, and doors to the Second Floor

Feel free to add additional embellishments, such as upgraded fixtures in the bathrooms and counters, cabinets, and
appliances in the kitchen. You can find such items in the out-of-the-box library.
9.

Save and close the project.

CHAPTER 12—RESIDENTIAL SCHEDULES
Chapter 12 explores detailing. The starter file for Chapter 12 is the residential project and it includes a patio on the
back side of the house that was not there in prior chapters.
1.

From the Chapter11\Complete folder, open: 11 Residential_Complete.rvt [11 Residential_M_Complete.rvt].
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2.

Save a copy to the Appendix folder.

3.

In the First Floor plan, add a floor to represent the patio (see Figure A.7).

4.

Add a stair and railings.

5.

Use the Pick New Host tool to ensure that the guardrail is associated to the patio floor.

6.

Add some columns underneath for support.

FIGURE A.7 Add a patio to the rear of the residential project

CHAPTER 13—RESIDENTIAL SCHEDULES
Chapter 13 explores schedules and tagging in the commercial project. If you wish, you can follow many of the techniques covered in Chapter 13 in the residential project as well.
1.

From the Chapter12\Complete folder, open: 12 Residential_Complete.rvt [12 Residential_M_Complete.rvt].

2.

Save a copy to the Appendix folder.

3.

Add various schedules to the residential project.

4.

Add rooms to the residential project.

5.

Add room tags.

6.

Add a schedule sheet.

COMMERCIAL PROJECT
The Commercial project requires some refinements to the site file created in Chapter 7 and interior wall layout on the
first and third floors. The core walls can be added for all floors, a double-volume space for the lobby of the building at
levels 1 and 2 and we also have the opportunity to add wall tags to the walls on the third floor following the exercises
in Chapter 14 where the wall heights and their relationships to the ceilings were adjusted.
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CHAPTER 7—SITE MODEL REFINEMENTS
The Commercial Site project built in Chapter 7 made a single Toposurface. The under lying CAD file however defines
roads parking lots and grass areas. The material applied to a toposurface by default is earth. To make the toposurface
appear more realistic in shaded and rendered views, we can split the surface and apply materials to it.
1.

Continue in the commercial site project file you created in Chapter 7. Or open 07 Commercial-Site_Complete.
rvt [06 Commercial-Site_M_Complete.rvt] file.

2.

Save a copy to the Appendix folder.
Start in the Site floor plan view.

3.

Change the visual style display to: Wireframe.

4.

Open the Visibility/Graphic Overrides dialog (VG), click the Imported Categories tab and turn
off all layers in the Commercial-Site DWG except: C-Site-Pkng and C-Site-Road.
While not required, you may wish to increase the line weight and/or change the color
of these layers as well to make them stand out better (see Figure A.8).

FIGURE A.8 Edit the graphical display of the CAD layers
5.

On the Massing & Site tab, click the Split Surface tool. Select the toposurface and then use
the Pick Lines tool to chain-select one of the road lines in the CAD file (see Figure A.9).
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FIGURE A.9 Chain-Select one side of the road in the CAD file linework
6.

Click Finish Edit Mode.

7.

Repeat for the other three corners of the surface on the sides of the road intersection.

You will end up with five total toposurface elements after this operation—four grass areas in the four corners and
the roads which will also include the parking lot and building lot area. You cannot use Split surface for the building
lot area. For that you need a Subregion. Use Split Surface to cut a single surface into two pieces. Use Subregion to
create one (or more) surface region(s) within the boundaries of another.
8.

Click the Subregion tool, use the Pick Lines icon and chain select the
curb line surrounding the building. Finish the surface.

9.

Using the ctrl key, select the Subregion surface and the four split regions.

Ö

On the Properties palette, click in the material field, and then click the
small browse icon that appears (see the top of Figure A.10).

Ö

In the “Material Browser” at the top, search for “Grass” (see item 1 in Figure A.10). Two
materials will appear in the lower (library) panel. Hover next to either one; a small up
arrow will appear, click this to load the material into your project (item 2).

10.

Select the material you loaded, and on the right side, check the “Use Render Appearance”
checkbox (this sets the color in shaded views to match the render material) (item 3).

Ö

Click OK to apply the material (item 4).
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FIGURE A.10 After splitting all the surfaces, assign grass to everything but the roads
11.

Repeat the process to search for and assign: Asphalt, Pavement, Light Grey to the roads surface.

There are other site tools that you may wish to explore. If you decide to join two surfaces together later, you can use
the Merge Surface tool. There is a Property Line tool that you can draw by sketching or using distances and bearings from your Civil Engineer. You can also label the contours of your toposurface using the Label Contours tool.
Finally, the Graded Region tool will allow you to calculate basic cut and fill. To use this tool, you have to move your
toposurface to the Existing phase. The grading is then applied in a later phase such as New Construction. Phasing is
discussed in the Residential project in Chapters 4 and 8. Feel free to experiment with any of these tools now.
For the parking lot, you can add parking components. A parking component family is already loaded in the default
template. Decide who should have responsibility for laying out parking. If it is the Civil Engineer, you can add parking to this project, if it is the Architect, you may want to add it directly to the Commercial project instead. If you
add it to the Site project, you should work in the Street Level view. You will need to turn on the Parking category in
the Visibility/Graphic Overrides (VG) dialog first. You can also apply the Site Plan view template to the view if you
prefer. The parking component places a single parking space. Move, rotate, copy, and array it as appropriate. The
Site Component tool can be used to add trees and other site accoutrements. Again, it is up to you to decide if these
should be in the Site model or the Architectural model.
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CHAPTER 8—ARCHITECTURAL MODEL REFINEMENTS
The commercial project in Chapter 8 starts with walls in the building core. You can do this exercise before you do
the tutorials in Chapter 8 for the commercial project if you wish to gain additional practice with wall layout.
1.

From the Chapter07\Complete folder, open: 07 Commercial_Complete.rvt [07 Commercial_M_Complete.rvt] file.

2.

Save a copy of the file to the Appendix folder.

3.

In the Level 1 plan view.

Ö

Open Visibility/Graphics (press VG), scroll down and expand the Site category and
then turn off: Internal Origin, Project Base Point and Survey Point.

Ö

Click the Revit Links tab, uncheck 07 Commercial-Structure_Complete
[07 Commercial-Structure_M_Complete] and then click OK.

4.

Right-click one of the structural steel columns and choose: Select All Instances > In Entire Project.

Press delete to remove these columns.
A warning will appear about Parts. We can ignore this. The reason for deleting these columns is discussed in Chapter 8.
5.

Zoom in on the core area and draw the walls and doors shown in Figure A.11.

FIGURE A.11 Add walls and doors to create the building core geometry
All walls shown in the figure go from: Street Level to the Roof level with a 10'-0" [3000] Top Offset.
Ö

For the wall type, use the: Generic – 8" Masonry [Generic – 225mm Masonry].

Ö

For the doors, use: Door-Passage-Single-Flush: 36" × 84" [M_Door-Passage-Single-Flush:900 x 2100mm].

Ö

The two openings are the: Door-Opening [M_Door-Opening] family. For the large one you will need to
duplicate a new type named: 144" x 84" [3600 × 2134mm]. The small one is: 36" x 84" [900 × 2134mm].
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CHAPTER 9—LEVEL 2 DOUBLE VOLUME SPACE, ROOF REFINEMENTS
The provided dataset for Chapter 9 includes a double-height space at the front of the building. This simple task
involves editing the floor element on Level 2 and then adding a guardrail. There are also some changes to the wall
layout in the core on the roof. Also, in a previous chapter, we used a View Template to hide the structural walls in
the model. Here we will make a variation of that View Template and apply it all the views.

PARTIALLY APPLY A VIEW TEMPLATE
1.

From the Chapter08\Complete folder, open: 08 Commercial_Complete.rvt [08 Commercial_M_Complete.rvt] file.

2.

Save a copy of the file to the Appendix folder.

3.

On the View tab, click the View Templates drop-down and choose: Manage View Templates.

4.

From Names, select: Typ Plan w Link Overrides and then click the Duplicate
icon beneath the list. Name it: Link Overrides Only.

5.

On the right side, clear ALL checkboxes except the V/G Overrides RVT Links checkbox. Click OK.

FIGURE A.12 Duplicate the view template and make it apply only to Revit links. Apply it to all views
6.

Right-click the Views (All) branch of the project browser and choose: Expand Selected.

7.

Select the first view: Entrance Plan, hold down the shift key and select the last view: Transverse.
This will select all views.

8.

Right-click on any of the selected views and choose: Apply View Template. In the dialog that appears, choose
the newly duplicated: Link Overrides Only and click OK. In the confirmation dialog that appears, click Yes.

ATRIUM AT LEVEL 2
1.

Edit the sketch of the floor element on Level 2 to create double-height space.

Ö

Draw two vertical edges parallel to Grid B and E and snapped to the corner of the columns at those locations.

Ö

Split the lower horizontal line.

Ö

Draw a Start, End, Radius arc horizontally between these two vertical sketch lines and 2'10" [850] below Gird 2. Type in 100'-0" [30,000] for the radius (left side of Figure A.13).

Ö

Trim all corners (top right of Figure A.13).
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2.

Add a guardrail. From the Railing tool, choose the: Sketch Path option.

Ö

Use any railing type you like and the pick lines option to create the sketch lines from
the edges of the floor opening you just modified. Use an offset of: 4" [100] to set the
guardrail back slightly from the edge of the slab (bottom right of Figure A.13).

FIGURE A.13 Edit the shape of the floor to create a double volume space and add a guardrail

CORE WALLS AT ROOF
The core wall layout at the roof is slightly different than the floors below. But we can reuse those walls to create it
with a simply copy and paste.
1.

Open the Roof floor plan view.

2.

Using a window selection, surround the core walls. On the ribbon, click the
Filter button, check none, and then check Walls only and click OK.
This will give a selection on the Properties palette of (9) walls.

Ö

On the Properties palette, set the Top Offset to: 0 (zero).

3.

Keep the same walls selected, and then copy them to your clipboard (ctrl + c).

Ö

Paste > Aligned to Same Place. Ignore any warnings.

Ö

The same walls will still be selected. On the Properties palette, set the Base Constraint to: Roof. Set
the Top Constraint to: Up to level: Roof. Set the top Offset to: 12'-0" [3600] and then apply.
An error will appear about instances that can no longer cut. This is because when you copied
and pasted the walls from below, it also copied the doors hosted to those walls. Now that
we are shortening the copied walls to just the roof level, those doors no longer have a host
and must be deleted. This is fine since we don’t want two copies of all the doors.

Ö

Click the Delete Instance(s) button in the warning.

4.

Using Figure A.14 as a guide, edit the wall layout as shown. Use the Trim/Extend tools for these edits.
Then adjust any doors as shown. (The figure shows an underlay to Level 4 for your reference).
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FIGURE A.14 Edit the wall layout for the roof level
You may also want to use the Edit Wall Joins tool at the two upper corners to get them to join better.

Some additional work will be required in this space. Particularly to deal with strange door display behavior. But this
is covered in the main book text.

CHAPTER 11—MODEL REFINEMENTS
Chapter 11 includes a version of the Commercial dataset with a lobby plan, restroom layouts, some tenant build-out
on the third floor and a refined roof plan. If you wish to create these refinements on your own, the exercises that
follow will progress through these tasks.

LOBBY PLAN
1.

From the Chapter10\Complete folder, open: 10 Commercial_Complete.rvt [10 Commercial_M_Complete.rvt] file.

2.

Save a copy of the file to the Appendix folder.

3.

Open the Level 1 plan view.

4.

Swap the middle entrance door with a revolving door.

The middle entrance door has been replaced with a revolving door. The revolving door provided with Revit is a Door
family, not a Curtain Panel Door family. To add it to the curtain wall, make a very thin Generic wall. (Duplicate any
Generic wall type and set the thickness to: 1" [25]. Replace the middle door panel with this thin wall. Then you will
be able to add the revolving door to this nested wall. The family is provided in the Chapter11 folder if you do not have
a copy of the one provided with Revit. You will need to adjust the grids on either side to make the bay a little wider.
5.

Swap the infill wall panels on the curtain wall with the Exterior - EIFS on Mtl. Stud type.
Some minor adjustments have been made to the structural model.

6.

Expand the Revit Links branch on the Project Browser, right-click the structural model and choose: Reload From.

Ö

From the Links folder, choose: Commercial Structure_V2.rvt [Commercial Structure_M_V2.rvt].

No obvious change is visible in the first-floor plan. Open the Transverse section to see a shift in the beams at the front of
the building. The beams at the double volume space have also been removed by using the exclude group member tool.
7.

Create the lobby layout

The lobby will follow the shape of the floor slab already in place on Level 2. The easiest way to do this is to add Level
2 as an underlay to Level 1.
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8.

Edit the Properties of Level 1 and add Level 2 as an underlay. Set the Underlay Orientation to: Look Up.

Ö

Draw walls using the pick option with an offset of approximately: 1'-6" [450] and click
each of the gray lines from the floor object from the underlay of Level 2.

9.

Draw the additional walls, doors, and openings indicated (see Figure A.15).

FIGURE A.15 Add Walls and Doors to create a lobby on Level 1

TOILET ROOM LAYOUT
To create the toilet rooms, we need to add walls and fixtures to the toilet rooms in the core area.
1.

Note:

Draw the walls and then add fixtures to complete the layout (see Figure A.16).

The rest room fixtures are provided in the Appendix folder.
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FIGURE A.16 Create a toilet room layout, Group it, and copy it to the other floors
2.

Select all the components added, Group them, and then copy and paste aligned to the other floors.

LEVEL 3 PLAN LAYOUT
There is a tenant space on the third floor on the left side of the plan.
1.

Using the: Interior - 4 7/8" Partition (1-hr) [Interior -123mm Partition (1-hr)] Wall type, add the walls for the
interior build-out as shown in the figure.

2.

Add doors. Assume 6" [150] offset from corners or centered in the room as appropriate.
Load any door types not currently resident in the project (see Figure A.17).
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FIGURE A.17 Add Walls and Doors for interior build-out on the third floor

REFINE THE ROOF PLAN
After completing the front façade in Chapter 10, you are tasked with modifying the floor elements and roof. The
roof uses the shape editing tools to define its slope. Often if you modify the walls or the roof sketch, it will cause
the shape edited surface to distort in undesirable ways. Some of this can be rectified with further edits using the
Modify Sub Elements tool, but in some cases, you must resort to resetting the shape and recreating it. This approach
is recommended here.
1.

Select the roof.

The first thing you will notice about the roof is that it now seems to project into the thickness of the walls. This is a
consequence of the stacked walls we applied to the exterior walls. You can edit the roof sketch and manually align the
edges to align with the inside faces of the parapet wall. Alternatively, you can select each stacked wall, right-click and
choose: Break Up. This must be done one stacked wall at a time. (You cannot use Break Up on a multi-selection).
This will convert the stacked wall to basic walls of the types from the stacked wall type. You will still need to edit the
sketch however. This is because simply breaking up the stacked wall will not move the sketch lines back to the inside
faces. So, the next step is to edit the roof sketch and use the pick walls tool and pick each of the parapet walls that
resulted from the broken up stacked walls. You will need to delete the old sketch lines as well. Unfortunately, any of
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these edits will result in poor results for the shape editing of the roof. It will need to be redone following the exercise
in “Using Shape Editing Tools” topic in Chapter 9.
So, should you break up the stacked walls or just edit the roof sketch? This can be a tough decision. Roofs with shape
editing can be fragile and their relationship to the walls can cause unwanted slopes to appear on the roof surface.
Trying to anticipate what actions will cause this can be tricky. If you suspect you will eventually break up the stacked
walls anyway, then it might be better to do it now. For this example, the stacked walls will be left intact and the
sketch of the roof manually edited, but if you prefer, you can use the alternate approach.
2.

Select the roof and then click the Reset Shape on the ribbon.

Ö

Edit the sketch.

Ö

Using the Align tool, align the edges of the sketch to the inside faces of the walls.

Ö

Finish the sketch.

3.

Redo the steps in the “Using Shape Editing Tools” topic in Chapter 9 with a few modifications:

Ö

Add two more reference planes and set them equidistant using a dimension with equality constraint.

Ö

Snap the points indicated at the top of Figure A.18 to endpoints or midpoints as shown.

Ö

Snap the points at the bottom of the figure to the intersections with the reference planes (marking off thirds).

Ö

Use the Modify Sub Elements tool to change the heights of the points and lines as indicated.

FIGURE A.18 Recreate the shape edited roof

To create the notch in the front of the building, use an Opening By Face. Select the bottom surface of the roof as the
face, and then sketch a rectangle shape for the notch following the inside edges of the walls. This will cut the notch
out without influencing the slope lines.

CHAPTER 11— BUILD A FAMILY WITH ANGULAR PARAMETERS
The most common way to add an angular parameter to a family is to use a Reference Line instead of a Reference
Plane. Even though reference planes appear on screen to have a start and end point, they are infinite. This makes it
difficult to use them to control rotation in a family. A reference line, on the other hand, has a finite length and both
a start and end point. You can assign angle parameters to them and use them to control the rotation of elements
within a family such as the swing of a door.
In addition to a start and end point, a reference line has four integral work planes associated with it. In order to use
a reference line to control a rotation parameter effectively, you need to establish two things: first, you must constrain
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the end of the reference line that you wish to be the point of rotation. If you do not, the rotation parameter will
behave unpredictably. Second, you must set one of the work planes of the reference line current and then add your
solid geometry to this plane.

MAKING A DOOR SWING PARAMETRIC
In this tutorial, we will create an angular parameter and associate it to a reference line for the purposes of defining a
variable door swing parameter in a door family. There are many possible variations to this technique. The subject of
creating a robust and fully parametric door library could fill several chapters on its own. For this example, we will
focus on just the door swing and specifically making the swing flexible for floor plan views. The approach we will
showcase here is the one employed by the out-of-the-box door families and can be considered a standard best practice
approach. But do keep in mind that there are other approaches and not a small amount of debate in the industry
around the best approach for a task such as this.
1.

Create a new family based on the: Generic Model.rft [Metric Generic Model.rft] template.

Ö

On the Create tab, on the Properties panel, click the Family Types button.

Ö

Notice that there are virtually no parameters in this file. Click OK to dismiss without making changes.

2.

On the Create tab, on the Properties panel, click the Family Category and Parameters button.

Ö

Change the Category to: Doors and then click OK.

Ö

Return to Family Types and notice that several parameters have been added.

You may be wondering why not simply start with the Door.rft [Metric Door.rft] template? Why convert a Generic
Model? We certainly could do that. But the Door template is wall-based. And for this example, we want a door
family that is not wall based. This is because it will be nested into other door families later. So having it freestanding
removes one of the variables from the family making it easier to achieve the desired results. There is often a fine line
between simplicity and complexity in family authoring. Striking the right balance is often one of the key challenges.
3.

While we are in Family Types, input a value for the Width: 3'-0" [900].

Ö

For the Thickness, input: 1 3/4" [44] (We’ll be using these parameters below) and then click OK.

Ö

Save the file and name it: Door_Adj-Swing_Plan.rfa.

4.

Create a vertical reference plane to the left of the centerline. Name it: Strike.

Ö

Click the “Make this temporary dimension permanent” icon beneath the temporary
dimension and then label it with the Width parameter (see Figure A.20).

FIGURE A.19 Add a reference plane and label its location with the Width parameter
5.

Select the Center (Left/Right) reference plane onscreen and rename it to: Hinge.
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Note:
The “Is Reference” setting is a little trickier with this family. This is because we can load it into
various door families and the relative location of “Strike” and “Hinge” sides could be either left, right or center
depending on the context in the host door family. Therefore, for this example, we will leave the Is Reference
settings unchanged. But like so many other aspects of a family like this, your office standards and personal
preferences can be employed here as appropriate.
We are ready for the Reference Line. The trick to making the reference line technique work properly is being sure
that you apply the constraints and parameters to it very carefully.
6.

On the Create tab, Datum panel click the Reference Line tool.

Ö

Starting at the intersection of the Hinge and Center (Front/Back) reference planes, draw a
45° reference line 3'-0" [900] long going up and to the left (the angle will read 135°).

7.

Cancel the command, then select the reference line. Click the small icon
that appears to make the temporary dimension permanent.

Ö

Select the new dimension and label it with the existing Width parameter (see Figure A.20).

FIGURE A.20 Add a reference line and label it with a parameter
8.

Use the Align tool and set the Hinge reference plane as the first reference (see item 1 in Figure A.21).

9.

Press tab near the end of the reference line (if needed) until the endpoint highlights (item 2). Click to
align this endpoint to the reference plane and then click the lock icon to constrain it (item 3).

Ö

Repeat in the other direction aligning to the horizontal Center (Front/Back) reference plane this time (items 4 – 6).

FIGURE A.21 Align the endpoint of the reference lines and lock it to the reference planes in both directions

This step is important. By locking the end point (hinge point) of the reference line in both the horizontal and vertical
directions, we ensure that the hinge point of the door remain in the correct location relative to the door. Having
applied the Width parameter above further ensures that the reference line will flex as expected with the rest of the door.
10.

Flex the model. Modify the Width to another value and then set it back to: 3'-0" [900] before continuing.

ADD A SWING PARAMETER
Now we will add the parameter that will rotate the reference line.
1.

On the Annotate tab, on the Dimension panel click the Angular button.
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Ö

For the first witness line, click the horizontal Center (Front/Back) reference
plane and then click the reference line for the second witness line.

Ö

Click in empty space to place the dimension.

2.

Select the angular dimension and then on the Label Dimension panel, click the Add parameter button.

Ö

Name the parameter: Door Swing, group it under: Graphics, make it an Instance parameter.

Ö

Optionally you can add a Tooltip Description and then click OK (see Figure A.22).

FIGURE A.22 Create and apply an angular parameter to drive the door swing angle
3.

Flex the Model. Try different Widths and different Swing angles.

Ö

When satisfied that everything works properly, reset the Width to: 3'-0" [900] and the Swing to: 45°.

Let’s draw the arc representing the door swing in plan next.
4.

Select the reference line and from the Temporary Hide/Isolate pop-up (sunglasses) choose: Hide Element.
This will make it easier to ensure that we constrain the arc we are about to draw properly.

5.

On the Manage tab, click the Object Styles button.

Ö

In the “Object Styles” dialog, beneath Modify Subcategories, click the New
button. Name the new subcategory: Plan Swing and then click OK.

6.

On the Annotate tab, click the Symbolic Line tool.

Ö

On the Draw panel, click the Center-Ends Arc icon. Right next to this, set the Subcategory to: Plan Swing.

Ö

Click at the intersection of the Hinge and Center (Front/Back) reference
planes for the center point (see item 1 in Figure A.23).

Ö

Snap the first arc end to the opposite intersection (item 2).

Ö

Draw out an arc of 45° and then click (item 3).

Ö

Click both “make temporary dimension permanent” icons (on the arc and the radius) (item 4).

Ö

Cancel the command, select the arc and then on the Properties
palette, check the Center Mark Visible checkbox (item 5).
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FIGURE A.23 Create the arc swing
7.

Align and lock the center mark of the arc to both reference plans.

Ö

Align and lock the endpoint at the Strike reference plane in both directions as well.

8.

Label the radius dimension with the Width parameter.

We should not use the Swing Angle parameter directly on the arc. If we do, the family will fail when the door swing
is set to zero (door fully closed). This is because in that case, the length of the arc would also be zero which is invalid.
If you feel that this is not very likely to occur in practice, you can accept that risk and use the existing parameter. But
if you want to provide the option to use an angle of zero for the door swing, then we need to provide a formula in
the parameter we use to drive the arc so that it does not fail at this angle.
9.

Select the Angle dimension on the arc, and label it with a new parameter.

Ö

Name it: Arc. Make it an Instance parameter. Group it under: Other.

10.

Open the “Family Types” dialog and input the following formula for the
Arc parameter: if(Door Swing<1,1,Door Swing).

The format for an IF formula is: define a condition; think of it as asking a yes/no question, the value to use if true,
followed by the value to use if false. So, in this case, we are evaluating the value of the Door Swing input by the user.
If they put in a value smaller than 1°, we force the result to equal 1°, otherwise we simply use the value on the Door
Swing parameter. This allows the arc to be very small without becoming invalid at a length that Revit considers too
small. We should compliment this with a visibility parameter that uses a similar formula to hide the arc in cases
where it is smaller than 1°.
11.

At the bottom of the “Family Types” dialog, click the New Parameter icon. Name it: Show Arc,
make it a Yes/No parameter and group it under: Other. Make it an Instance parameter.

Ö

Input the following formula for the Show Arc parameter: not(Door Swing < 1) (See the left side of Figure A.24).

This is similar to the IF formula. When you have a Yes/No parameter, you only need to define the condition under
which you want the box to be checked. In other words, you are defining what the “true” looks like. In this case, a
NOT statement is used to say anything but this condition. So, the only time we will uncheck the box is if the Door
Swing is less than 1°.

FIGURE A.24 Add some formulas to ensure that the arc does not fail
12.

Flex the Door Swing to make sure both formulas are working, return to 45° and then click OK.

13.

Select the arc onscreen, on the Properties palette, beneath Graphics, click the Associate Family Parameter
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button, select the Show Arc parameter and then click OK (See the right side of Figure A.24).
Ö

Flex the family.

All that remains now is the geometry for the door panel. Since we are concerned with the plan display here, this will
be a simple filled region.
14.

Reset the Temporary Hide/Isolate mode. This will redisplay the reference line.

15.

On the Create tab, on the Work Plane panel, click the Set button.

Ö

In the “Work Plane” dialog, click the Pick a Plane option and then click OK.

Ö

In the view window, click on the reference line to set it as the work plane (see the left side of Figure A.25).

16.

On the Annotate tab, click the Masking Region button.

Ö

Using the Panel [Cut] subcategory, draw a rectangular panel along the reference line.

Ö

Align and lock the first edge to the reference line.

Ö

Offset the other side and apply the Thickness parameter to it (see the right side of Figure A.25).

FIGURE A.25 Associate the Thickness family parameter to the Extrusion End and flex it to a proper size
17.

Finish Edit Mode.

18.

Flex the family thoroughly. Be sure to try angles of 0° and 90°.

An example of a door panel up to this point is provided in the Appendix folder. This is just the family for the 2D floor
plan graphics. Many door families show the model version closed all the time (not an adjustable swing). Therefore,
you would only need to load this family into another door family and position it as required. Be sure to link up the
nested parameters in this family with its host, so that the host can drive the nested family. Techniques for this are
covered in Chapter 11. If you want the door panel to swing in 3D as well, you can use similar techniques to those
covered here to build such a family. The work planes on the reference line can be used to host model geometry in
much the same way that we built the filled region here. The particulars are left to the reader as an exercise.

CHAPTER 14—WALL TAGS
In Chapter 14, we modified the heights of some of the walls in the commercial project third floor plan. We made
some go all the way to the deck above, some stopped at the ceiling creating an underpinned condition and we
discussed a third possible condition where the walls could be adjusted to an unconstrained height to make them
stop a few inches above the ceiling plane. Each of these conditions would typically be assigned a different wall type
designation in a construction document set. To do this in Revit, we need to simply duplicate the existing wall type
for each condition, edit the Type Mark parameter and then add wall tags.
1.

From the Chapter14\Complete folder, open: 14 Commercial_Complete.rvt [14 Commercial_M_Complete.rvt] file.
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2.

Save a copy of the file to the Appendix folder.

3.

Select each of the underpinned walls (refer to Chapter 14), and on the Properties palette click the Edit Type button.

Ö

Duplicate the Type and give it a unique name.

Ö

Input a value for the Type Mark such as: A1.

4.

Select one of the other walls in the suite. In section, detach its top from the floor above.
With it still selected, duplicate its type and change the Type Mark to: A2.

Ö

Edit the Type Properties of a different wall (one that still goes to deck). Edit the Type Mark to: A3.

5.

Using Tag by Category, add wall tags to each wall using a: 3/8" [9] leader (see Figure A.26).

FIGURE A.26 After duplicating wall types and inputting Type Marks, the wall tags will report the type designations

TRIGONOMETRY CHEAT SHEET
Chapter 10 uses trigonometry in the calculations of some of the curtain wall geometry. Here is a quick reference
sheet to help you determine which formula is needed and how to input it correctly in Revit.
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(Thanks to Klaus Munkholm of revitforum.org)
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